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The Greek Souvlaki Shack 

"Medley of Mediterranean Flavors"

If you are looking for a place where you can satiate a massive appetite on

a budget then The Greek Souvlaki Shack is the spot to be. This

disarmingly simply, Greek restaurant serves delicious and authentic food

that has earned the place a loyal patronage. The beef skewers are their

most popular preparation followed by gyros, and the spinach pie is a

favorite among the vegetarians. The service is swift and the prices are

humble, leaving no room for disappointment.

 +1 613 695 1185  258 Bank Street, Ottawa ON
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Town 

"A Memorable Italian Fare"

Town is a fantastic dining spot delighting an eclectic mix of patrons. The

restaurant is located in the heart of the city. It has an inviting interior and

can accommodate larger groups with ease. The menu at Town is quite

creative and dishes range from meatballs and Italian ramen to short rib

melt sandwich, grilled octopus, roasted bone marrow and more. In

addition to innovative dishes, Town has an interesting wine list in place.

Wines are served by the bottle as well as by the glass.

 +16136958696  www.townlovesyou.ca/  info@townlovesyou.ca  296 Elgin Street, Ottawa ON
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EVOO Greek Kitchen 

"Grecian Specials"

EVOO Greek Kitchen, short for Extra Virgin Olive Oil, beckons all fans of

Grecian cuisine to dine at their softly lit, intimate restaurant. Mezes or

shared plates, is the focus, with classics such as Halloumi, Calamari and

Pork Souvlaki promising the exotic tastes of far Mediterranean lands. Main

course includes wonderfully spiced meat and seafood varieties such as

Grilled Octopus and Paidakia or Lamb Chops. To couple with these are

tantalizing cocktails and spirits such as the Mastiha, with distinct notes of

anise and pine, wine and the iconic celebratory drink, ouzo. The ambiance

of the restaurant is inviting and warm, the kind where one would want to

celebrate a special occasion, an anniversary or even have a quiet romantic

evening.

 +1 613 695 3860  www.evoogreekkitchen.ca

/

 evoogreekkitchen@gmail.c

om

 438 Preston Street, Ottawa

ON
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Zizis Kitchen & Wine Bar 

"Recipes From Mediterranean Kitchens"

If you are craving for authentic Greek food then Zizis Kitchen is the place

for you to be. Cooked with the use of fresh ingredients, all of the items on

their menu are sure to take you on a culinary trip to the Mediterranean.

The restaurant is adorably decorated; it's intimate and the interior is

brought to life with vibrant wall art and a tangerine hue. The lunch menu

features their signature burger along with dishes like kofte wrap, shrimp

tabbouleh and a few pizza options. The charred eggplant and the rustic

mousakka are must-try dishes for dinner. Wine bottles add charm to the

restaurant's decor and these labels perfectly complement your meal. Rely

on servers for suggestions over pairings.

 +1 613 822 1066  ziziskitchen.ca/  shyannes_email@msn.com  665 Earl Armstrong Road,

Ottawa ON
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Pinelopi's Greek Kitchen 

"Greek Dining in Intimate Setting"

Located at Cedarview in a strip mall setting, Pinelopi's Greek Kitchen is a

family-owned restaurant that serves comforting, home-style Greek dishes.

In spite of being a snug space, this restaurant typically attracts small

groups, who come here for the charming ambiance and flavorful Mezzes,

or shared plates. Main course favorites that regulars rave about include

the Chicken Santorini, the Beef Souvlaki and the Oven-roasted Lamb. The

Greek meal is incomplete without a bite of the decadent desserts on offer,

with high recommendations for the Vanilla Kadaifi and classic Baklava.

 +1 613 843 1111  www.pinelopis.ca/  info@pinelopis.ca  4100 Strandherd Drive, Suite

102, Cedarview, Ottawa ON
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